THE ASCENT OF ENGLAND (1815-48)
negotiations between those who (like the Duke of Wellington}
hated any change and those who saw the necessity for meeting
the middle class with their new-found power, their control of
the great towns, etc., are of little interest.
The essential point is that under the pressure of popular
discontent, the outbreak of rioting, and a second election in
1831 (after the Peers had thrown out a first Reform Bill), the
Bill to give final reform passed in a new Parliament: the
King having accepted the policy of threatening the Peers with
new creations if their House continued to resist. The royal
signature was given to the Reform Bill on June 7, 1832. One
hundred and forty proprietary boroughs ceased to exist, sixty
such boroughs with two members were reduced to one member
each, and the franchise was granted to householders of ^10 a
year or more (to exclude the mass of the nation—that is, the
workmen in the towns and the agricultural labourers in the
country). Many of the new great industrial towns were erected
into boroughs, there was some rearrangement of the county
votes, and the system was made so uniform that in the old
exceptional places where there had been a very wide franchise
(such as Preston) the mass of the people lost their votes.
Before concluding this section it is interesting to recall the
sequence of dates. George IVs death fell on June 26, r 830—the
event which necessitated the calling of a new Parliament. The
Revolution in Paris broke out in the next month, July; the
successful movement in Brussels against the Protestant Dutch
domination arose in the next month again, August; on Nov-
ember 2 the new Parliament met, and the Government in the
King's Speech declared itself against Belgian independence and
also against Reform at home. The Government was beaten on
November 15 by a vote in the Commons, the King sent for
Lord Grey—and from that moment the policy of Reform went
forward. But it would never have come to what it did save for
the rioting and rick-burning, especially the tumult at Bristol,
after the Peers had thrown out the first Reform Bill*
THE REORGANIZATION (1832-48)
The Main Lines. The period between the Reform Bill
in 1832 and the critical year 1848 may best be called "The
Reorganization." The strain consequent upon monetary de~
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